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◗ The International Food Fairs SALIMA/vinex, MBK and INTECO introduced new technologies and equipment for food
and drink processing, treatment and sale.
◗◗ At the 30th jubilee SALIMA/vinex the suppliers of foods, ingredients, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, sweets, coffee,
tea and delicatessen offered new products and specialities that both professionals and end users were able to taste at guided
tasting sessions of foodstuffs, wine and beers from minibreweries.
◗◗ EMBAXPRINT – the International Fair for Packaging and Printing demonstrated its coherence with the food fairs, including
the Packaging Live show and presented the ever-changing market of printing offering prevailingly digital technologies.
Professionals could see the latest food and drink packaging technologies and new packaging materials.
◗◗ Compared to the last year the number of exhibiting companies has moderately grown, as well as the exhibition area
◗◗ A total of 794 exhibiting and represented companies showed their products and technologies on a gross area
of 28,500 m2 and 435 brands were presented there.
◗◗ An extra numerous participation from abroad – presentations of foreign exhibitors and represented companies from
36 countries and the European Union amounted to more than 42% of the total number of exhibitors. After a long time
there were exhibitors from Bulgaria, and for the first time ever from Cambodia.
◗◗ Fairs were organized simultaneously for both B2B and B2C, incl. tasting, testing sales and modern gastronomy.
◗◗ Exhibition was seen by 28 086 visitors from 29 countries.
◗◗ Presentation of foods with the Czech premium quality mark – KLASA, Regional Food or Czech Product.
◗◗ 202 media representatives from the Czech Republic and abroad were accredited in the Press Centre.

VISITORS
A survey carried out among the visitors confirmed a high share
of “competent persons“:
Nearly 60% of visiting professionals had a decisive or co-decisive vote
in respect of future investments of their companies.
The survey has also shown that about one third of this year´s visitors are engaged
in the segments of food/beverage production or in baking or confectionery.
The other widely represented segments were food technologies, retail, wholesale,
public catering, Horeca and Retail.

TRADE FAIR VISITORS from 29 COUNTRIES:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Estonia, France, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland,
Italy, Israel, Japan, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine,
United Kingdom

Patronage of the fair
◗◗ Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech
Republic
◗◗ Federation of the Food and Drinks
Industries of the Czech Republic
◗◗ Czech Confederation of Commerce
and Tourism
Professional guarantee and partners
of the fair
◗◗ Association of the Pulp and Paper
Industry
◗◗ The Czech Association of Hotels
and Restaurants
◗◗ Czech Chefs Association
◗◗ Delicacies Manufacturers Association
◗◗ Czech Packaging Association SYBA
◗◗ Czech-Moravian Dairy Union
◗◗ Czech Beer and Malt Association
◗◗ Czech Meat Processors Association
◗◗ Fruit Growers Union of the Czech Republic
◗◗ Czech Business Association of Bakers
and Confectioners
◗◗ PRO-BIO Association of Organic Farmers
◗◗ SOS – Association for Consumer
Protection
◗◗ State Agricultural Intervention Fund (SAIF)
◗◗ Union of Czech and Moravian Production
Cooperatives
◗◗ Czech Wine Growers Association
◗◗ The Garden Produce Union of Bohemia
and Moravia

SALIMA/vinex – 30th International Food Fair
SALIMA celebrated the 30th anniversary

The celebration of this jubilee was part of the opening evening of the
30th SALIMA where the Gold Salima awards and the historically
first certificates of compliance with the Czech Guild standards were
awarded. The minister of agriculture, Mr. Marian Jurečka, and president
of the Food and Agrarian Chamber, Mr. Miroslav Toman, and other
significant guests wished success to the food fairs.

Official exhibition grounds

Official stands with governmental support were opened by Poland
and Hungary at Salima.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Countryside Development of the Polish
Republic presented in a joint exhibition ten exhibitors involved in the
national quality programme “Know good food“ (Poznaj Dobrą Żywność
– similar to our KLASA designation). Offered for tasting were traditional
Polish specialities and also dairy products and coffee.
The official Hungary stand in hall A2 at the Brno Exhibition Grounds
offered the top end products. SALIMA visitors could taste both spicy
sausages and salami, a well-known speciality in Europe and all over
the world, and various wine species, including the best known Tokai.
And a demonstration of the production of the genuine Hungarian pastry
“trdelnik“ could not be missing.

For the first time in SALIMA´s history

For the first time ever the fair hosted purchasing agents from
multinational chains – GLOBUS, Makro/Metro, REWE/Billa, TESCOEUROPE and others. The idea of taking the opportunity of making
contacts at the fairs and extending the markets´ offer was initiated and
supported by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic and the
Czech Confederation of Commerce and Tourism.

Premiered at the fair

The Festival of Minibreweries, which hosted 37 Czech and Moravian
minibreweries under the patronage of the Czech and Moravian
Association of Minibreweries witnessed a very successful premiere.
At the festival, the results of the competition “33 Czech and Moravian
Beer Crowns for the Best Craft Breweries“ were announced. Visitors
were able to taste special beers, including the ones brewed specifically
for the SALIMA fair. On the occasion of the food fairs, the results of the
traditional competitions Pivex Gold Cup – Beer 2016 and PIVEX Gold
Barrel 2016 were announced.

The Czech Meat Processors Association

After a longer pause, the Czech Meat Processors Association
participated in SALIMA, presenting six producers – processing meat
and manufacturing meat products – in its stand. The companies
Masokombinát Plzeň s.r.o., SKALIČAN a.s., VÁHALA a spol. s.r.o., MP
Krásno, a.s., STEINEX a.s. and ZEMAN maso - uzeniny, a.s., offered top
quality meat products and new products out of their product lines, which
will be launched at the Czech consumer market in the upcoming days.

The State Agricultural Intervention Fund –
Patron of 34 Producers

In the State Agricultural Intervention Fund stand in hall A1 the visitors
could see 20 producers who hold the Regional Foodstuff mark for some
of their products and 14 producers whose products bear the KLASA
designation.

South Moravian Region Foods for Tasting

Under the patronage of the South Moravian Regions and the Regional
Agrarian Chamber of the Czech Republic the exhibition of “Regional
foodstuffs of the South Moravian Region“ presented to the visiting
professionals 20 South Moravian producers of top quality food and
beverages whose products are marked “Regional Food“.

FROM THE SUPPORTING PROGRAMME
The supporting programme was dedicated to the extra hot topics this year – the electronic records of sales, amendment to the viticulture
act, or a guide to kosher foods.
The expert programme included lectures and seminars about the following topics: food quality and safety surveillance, health safety
regarding the processing of food of animal origin, correct food marking or subsidy policy.

The International Conference FOOD FORUM

At the Festival of Minibreweries the results of the competition
“33 Czech and Moravian Beer Crowns for the Best Craft
Breweries“ were announced.
Organizer: Pivo, Bier & Ale monthly

Under the patronage of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech
Republic the sixth conference FOOD FORUM took place at SALIMA,
and this year the topic was “The Competitiveness of the European
Food Market“. Along the with the representatives of the Ministry of
Agriculture of the Czech Republic and the Federation of the Food and
Drinks Industries of the Czech Republic the conference was attended
by delegations of partners from Slovakia, Hungary, the European
Federation of Food and Beverage Industry FoodDrink Europe and
the Directorate-General for Health and Food Safety of the European
Commission.

The subsidy and pro-export policy
of the Czech food industry

The 13th conference on the safe production
and processing of foodstuffs of animal origin

The Electronic Records of Sales – this year´s hot topic.
Organizer: Czech Confederation of Commerce and Tourism, Ministry
of Finance of the Czech Republic

Organizer: The University of Veterinary and Pharmaceutical
Sciences in Brno

How to label food correctly

Organizer: State Agricultural Intervention Fund

The amendment to the law on viniculture
– seminar
Organizer: The Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic

Organizer: The Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic

The Topic of the Year – Electronic Records
of Sales

Awarded exhibits GOLD SALIMA 2016
Food and agricultural products
Herold – natural hard cheese

Old Slavic mead – dark

Producer: Moravia Lacto a.s.
Exhibitor: BOHEMILK, a.s.

Producer: Ing. Peter Kudláč - APIMED
Exhibitor: Ing. Peter Kudláč - APIMED

Mayonnaise Majolka Delikates

Židlochovice roast meat

Producer: BONECO, a.s.
Exhibitor: BONECO, a.s.

Producer: Janíček & Čupa, výroba speciálních uzenin s.r.o.
Exhibitor: Janíček & Čupa, výroba speciálních uzenin s.r.o.

Magic cake 200g (curd cheese, plum butter) Hot dark chocolate
Producer: KULHÁNEK & DRÁPAL s.r.o.
Exhibitor: KULHÁNEK & DRÁPAL s.r.o.

Producer: Čokoládovna Troubelice – František Bačík
Exhibitor: Čokoládovna Troubelice – František Bačík

Leaf chopped spinach

St. John’s walnuts

Producer: AGRO Jesenice u Prahy a.s.
Exhibitor: AGRO Jesenice u Prahy a.s.

Producer: Chuť Moravy s.r.o.
Exhibitor: Chuť Moravy s.r.o.

Engineering and other products
Air conditioning unit CLIMATROP

GT ONE termoprinter

Producer: JAROSPOL Technology s.r.o.
Exhibitor: JAROSPOL Technology s.r.o.

Producer: Transfer Trade s.r.l.
Exhibitor: pap4ever digital, s.r.o.

MBK – 8 International Milling Industry,
Bakery and Confectionery Fair
th

FROM THE SUPPORTING PROGRAMME
Milling Day – a discussion on the topic “The State of Mills
and Milling Products in the Czech Republic”
Organizer: The Association of Industrial Mills of the Czech Republic
and PROKOP INVEST, a.s.

The Mieczysław Chojnowski (World Confectioner
Champion) Confectionery Show
Organizer: ZT ‚Kruszwica‘ S. A.

INTECO – 27 International Fair of Equipment
for Retail Trade, Hotels and Catering
th

FROM THE SUPPORTING PROGRAMME
Every-day Cycle of Lectures by Experts from the Faculty of Technology,
Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín
Block presentations:
• Baking gluten-free bread – enhancers, a practical demonstration of baking
• The technology and production of processed cheeses – a practical demonstration and commentary
• The technological process in ham production – a practical demonstration and commentary

The Best Live! Production
During four days, culinary demonstrations for INTECO visitors took place in the stand of CESK-FRIGOMAT.
In a dedicated studio, three confectionery masters were taking turns to present the production of ice cream
(both ice cream balls and soft serve ice cream), including decoration techniques for these frozen delicatessen.
Moreover, visitors could watch the manufacturing and decorating of desserts, demonstrations of genuine
chocolate manufacturing, manufacture of candies, pralines and chocolate decorations. And for those who prefer
salty products there will be a demonstration of manufacturing of the genuine Italian focaccia.
CESK, a.s. – a supplier of equipment for restaurants, bars, confectioneries and gastronomic facilities
FRIGOMONT a.s. – construction, engineering and design of complete plants for the food, cooling and freezing
industries

EMBAXPRINT – 29 International Fair
for Packaging and Printing
th

• An international fair for professionals and vendors, who reviewed new technologies, materials, technical
parameters, and compared and chose in advance the products and novelties out of the widest and most valuable offer of
foreign and domestic exhibitors.
• EMBAXPRINT fair presented the ever-changing market of printing offering prevailingly digital technologies for the
packaging of foods and beverages, as well as new packaging materials.
• Over one half of EMBAXPRINT participants were companies that came to the fair of packaging and printing for the
first time.
• An extra strong participation of foreign exhibitors and brands – for the first time vendors and companies from
China, France, Great Britain and Croatia presented their products and technologies to the visiting professionals.
• According to the reactions of exhibitors and visiting professionals the fair of packaging and printing EMBAXPRINT is well
on the way to the jubilee thirtieth year to take place in 2018.

FROM THE SUPPORTING PROGRAMME
The International Conference Save Food targeted at food packaging
Organizer: OBALOVÝ INSTITUT SYBA s.r.o.

PACKAGING LIVE 2016

Four times a day the visiting professionals could see a live simulation of a packaging line
operation – the process of bread roll packaging – by BREADWAY. It was in fact a miniature
plant – flowpack, robots, printers for different materials, a taping machine, labelling machine,
overwrapping machine, dynamic bench for pallet stability testing, a special platform and other
technologies that form an integral part of the packaging line. The PACKAGING LIVE 2016 line
was joined by long-term partners and new suppliers of renowned technologies. Included in the
programme was tasting of original pastry and coffee in a project café.
Organizer: EQUICom s.r.o.

Presentation of Winners of the Packaging of the Year Competition
The winning exhibits awarded in the competitions The Packaging of the Year 2015 and Design
Touch 2015 were presented in the OBALOVÝ INSTITUT SYBA stand at EMBAXPRINT in an
accompanying exhibition.
Organizer: OBALOVÝ INSTITUT SYBA s.r.o.

QUOTES ABOUT THE FAIRS
Marian Jurečka, Minister of Agriculture, CR
SALIMA is celebrating its jubilee 30th edition and I am glad that the
trade fair managed to bounce back up. I consider as positive the
fact that some supermarket chains have sent their representatives. For me personally, this trade fair presents a plethora of quality, not only among food products but also food production technology, and all this is a prerequisite for us to further reduce the
negative balance of agricultural trade.
Miroslav Toman, President, Federation of the Food and Drink
Industries of the Czech Republic
I would like to thank the Ministry of Agriculture for the support of
this traditional trade fair. I am very glad that we can meet here at
a time that is very complicated – it is the beginning of the new
programming period but also a time of a milk crisis and Russian
sanctions. We are introducing new Czech guild standards at our
stand. It is a response to consumer calls for high quality food, and
I think that these standards will find use not only in relation to
the consumer, but also when negotiating prices with supermarket
chains, because we do not want to push the price down in the
production of normal food and we want to use quality ingredients.

Eva Moravcová, Executive Director, Espresso
We have been exhibiting regularly at SALIMA, we have never
missed one. Our participation brings us new acquisitions in the
market and we can introduce our new projects to customers from
the Czech Republic. We show them that we are still here and come
up with new innovative ideas that will help them in their business
in the changing market conditions.
Chrysostomos Kalyvas, Executive Director of the Greek company Verge
Our objective was to get closer to Czech suppliers and subsequently to enter the Czech food market. Many people at the fair
were interested in our products, and so I am very satisfied with
our participation in SALIMA and I am happy about our visit to the
Czech Republic. We are ready to get through to the Czech market
as soon as possible.

Ján Hudeček, Business Director, Čajová květina
We supply Japanese Matcha green tea to the Czech market
and make it an everyday and affordable affair. We
address not only tea lovers, but also consumers interested in a healthy lifestyle, and
Martin Klanica, Director, State Agricultural and Food Inspection anyone looking for an alternative
I hope that companies will continue to participate in the Golden
for coffee. We’re focusing on
Salima competition in large numbers. It is an excellent opportuthe retail network as well
nity for them to present and demonstrate the quality of their prod- as gastronomy, and
ucts in order for them to find business partners and ultimately also that is why we are
end consumers.
present at SALIMA already for
Hajnalka Horváth, Hungarian Tourism – the Organizer of the
the second
Official Hungarian Stand
time.
Brno is a fantastic city with large exhibition grounds. For companies taking part in the common Hungarian stand the main objective was to find business partners, and the fair fulfilled their expectations. As the main exhibitor we were fully satisfied.

Georgi Ivanchev, Company Owner, Krez obchod a služby
I am here for the third time with our selection of wines; our company is located in Brno and the scope of people interested in quality Bulgarian wines is expanding. Bulgaria as a producer of wine
will be spoken of even more in the future; our wines have already
won several medals in the Czech Republic. And this year we are
also introducing new winemaking technology.
František Janíček, Co-owner, Janíček & Čupa, výroba speciálních uzenin Židlochovice
We have been regularly participating in the Brno fairs and we
mainly meet with end clients here. We also have traders coming
to us, but their required amount is a problem, because we are a
small family company. Awards are good marketing for us and the
GOLDEN SALIMA for our roast meat has made me happy because
I did not count on this award too much. I had rather hopes about
our sirloin prosciutto, which is unique on the market, but it only
received a nomination.
Martin Jaroš, Executive Director, JAROSPOL Technology
It is our second time exhibiting at MBK and we received the GOLDEN SALIMA award which is great marketing for us and a strong
sales argument. The award-winning novelty is of great interest
here at the fair. The second day of the fair was the best for us; we
literally had a rush of customers at our stand. Even today we had a
couple of customers with a serious interest in our technology; the
fair has certainly been successful for us. Yesterday we even sold
one exhibited device that the customer took away immediately.
Igor Ferenc, Business Manager, APIMED, Slovakia
The Czech market is very important to us; that is why regularly
exhibited in Brno, where we have won our third GOLDEN SALIMA
award this year. Our participation gives us direct contact with
customers, we find out their opinions, promote our company and
products. The market has been divided and thus that we do not
get too many new business contacts, but I can see some
small entrepreneurs appearing and they are an interesting target group for us.

Zbyněk Semerád, Director, State Veterinary Administration
of the Czech Republic
We organize the 13th conference on healthy production and food
processing of animal origin. I see the benefit already in the fact
how many veterinarians who are involved in ensuring animal
health and food safety have come here. We exchange information
also with colleagues from Slovakia because they have a similar
market and similar behaviour. It is inspiring and important for us
to know where the problems are, to be able to detect and adjust
supervision to make it effective.
Miroslav Zeman, Business Director, ROLOFOL
Today (18 February 2016) an agreement was signed at our stand
between our company and the Central European Institute of Technology CEITEC at BUT. We operate in a very competitive environment. To be successful in foreign markets, we need to offer to our
customers top quality and something more. And this is helped not
only by our own diligence, but also the fact we have the possibility
to use scientific knowledge.
Helena Gmuzdková, Head of Marketing, Moravia Lacto
Jihlava dairy presents itself at SALIMA like in the previous year in
a joint exhibition of Czech companies of the INTERLACTO Group,
which also includes Mlékárna Olešnice RMD and BOHEMILK, a.s.
from Opočno. Each of the three dairies have their traditional range,
new features also include the Herold cheese which has won the
GOLDEN SALIMA for Moravia Lacto a.s. We have a lot of visitors at
our stand, we almost cannot keep up in running the tastings and it
is basically always crowded here. We appreciate the fact that our
company and customers seek us out. We are very satisfied with
the trade fair so far.

Jitka Bačíková, owner’s sister, Čokoládovna Troubelice –
František Bačík
The GOLDEN SALIMA for our hot chocolate was a pleasant surprise and it is a prestigious award for us. SALIMA is such a matter
of the heart, even if it was only our second year. The first one was
great, there were nice people here, perfect organization and the
same can be said of this year. So we are very happy that we are
here. The fair is on a good level and it is one of the most beautiful
ones in the Czech Republic with a focus on food.

Vlastimil Sapák, CEO, Chuť Moravy
We have been participating in SALIMA for a second time and
what is important to us is to meet people from our field
of business, because thus we can further extend our
sales network. End users often see our products
here for the first time and they have an opportunity to know them and taste them.
We were thrilled by the Gold SALIMA
award, which we hope will strengthen our position on the market. We
are very proud of this success
Martin Struhár, Company Executive, CoolArt Technology
We decided about our participation at the last moment and we feel and we have already placed
this information on our
that it was a good decision. The organization of the fair is excellent, same as the number of potential clients; we have even man- Facebook where it was
welcomed with very
aged to conclude several contracts. Thus participating in the 30th
positive feedbacks,
edition of SALIMA has been very successful for us.
and we will continue making use
Martin Jamrich, Company Director, pap4ever digital
of it.
We are a new company and thus we came to Brno to primarily to
introduce ourselves, our partners and products that we bring to
the market. Even many gentlemen of the competition came here to
look at everything we do. For the first time in the Czech Republic
we are for example introducing a thermal printer GT ONE, which
includes twelve patents and has received the GOLDEN SALIMA.
Michaela Zachová, EQUICom communications agency, partner
of PACKAGING LIVE 2016
We’ve assessed this year’s fair very positively; especially the second day was strong. There was great interest in our packaging
line; negotiations on cooperation took place at the stands of our
exhibitors, exhibitors of the packaging line agreed among themselves on some cooperation in the packaging of baked goods. We
also had foreign visitors, for example from Kenya, Russia, Italy and
Slovakia.

The next edition of the International Food Fair
SALIMA/VINEX will be held from
28 February to 3 March 2018.
MBK, INTECO international trade
fairs will be held from 27 February
to 2 March 2018 as well as
the 30th jubilee edition of the
International Fair for Packaging
and Printing EmbaxPrint.

CONTACTS
www.salima.cz, www.embaxprint.cz

